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Gas prices for EU industry on 1 July 1997: 
upward trend 
These comments are based on prices collected within the framework of Council Directive 90/377/EEC 
expressed in national currency. For the comparative tables and the graphics, prices in ECU and 
purchasing power standards (PPS) have been used. 
A study of the variations in deflated VAT-excluded gas prices from 1 January 1997 to 1 July 1997 reveals 
that in most locations1, price rises took place which affected mainly h , l2, l3 standard consumers 
categories. 
The biggest rises affected in Germany prices for l2, I3, U and l5 in Berlin (between +8.4% and +10.5%), 
those of Frankfurt (between +8% and +10.5%), those of l3 and l4 in Hamburg (between +8% and +11%) 
as well as those of h in Sweden (+9.6%). 
The biggest drops were recorded ¡n Finland (between -12% for l2 and -18% for l4.i), and Madrid in Spain 
(between -7.3% for h and -12.7% for l5). 
Variation in deflated VAT-excluded prices in national currency 

























1 The collection locations are listed above and to the right of the price tables. 
2 See table below for standard consumers definition. 
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Natural gas prices for industry 
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Taken for community comparison 
Natural gas prices for industry m 















































































































































































































































































































































































































Natural gas prices for industry 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































Prices valid for the other locations 
Natural gas prices for industry ΈΔ 

















































































































































































































































































































































































Natural gas prices for industry 
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Gasworks gas prices for industry 
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Taxes excluded ¡ËÈ 
Council Directive No 90/377/EEC of 29 June 1990 lays down a Community procedure to improve the 
transparency of gas and electricity prices charged to industrial end-users. 
In accordance with Article 1.1, this note sets out the prices forstandard consumers in force as at 1st July 1997. 







































no load factor laid down 
200 days 
200 days 1 600 hours 
250 days 4 000 hours 
250 days 4 000 hours 
330 days 8 000 hours 
330 days 8 000 hours 
Prices for the standard consumers are given in national currencies, PPS (purchasing power standard, annual 
estimated value, as at 3 March for 1997) and in ECU (average value for July 1997). 
Conversion table in PPS and ECU 
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